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(907) 671-8255

LDA/LDI Dose Response Summary
Please start reporting your doses beginning Dec. 16th 2016 to Global Immunotherapy.
All communication prior to this date will continue to go through Mat-Su Integrative Med.
Please follow these instructions to ensure accurate communication and timely preparation of your next
dose. The accuracy of your summary determines your success. Please read all instructions.
1. Watch Video 11, LDI/LDA Reporting Instructions, prior to taking your dose. You may access
Video 11 on our Facebook page, YouTube and our website www.globalimmunotherapy.com.
2. More of these forms are available on our website and by emailing
ldi@globalimmunotherapy.com.
3. Take your dose, and immediately record the date.
4. Keep a daily record (for yourself) of if/how your symptoms deviate from your norm.
5. On day 7 after taking your dose, complete this LDA/LDI Dose Response Summary, by listing your
symptoms and noting how each responded during the week.
6. Email your completed form to ldi@globalimmunotherapy.com. You will receive an auto-reply
back with a new form. This places you in the “virtual line,” for dose preparation.
7. At this point Dr. Vincent will review your case and suggest your next doses.
8. You will be emailed an invoice to pay for your next doses. You may pay via the “Pay Now” link
or bank transfer. Bank transfers are the most cost-effective and secure option. Once your
invoice is paid your doses can be prepared. Allow 3 day’s for the payment to process.
9. Once your doses are shipped, we will send you an email with tracking information.
10. We must work together to ensure dose reporting is done in an efficient manner so the next dose
will arrive prior to the date you need it. The more efficient and succinct your communication the
faster and better service you will receive.

What will slow down your shipment?
If you do not fill out your form completely.
If you list questions, we will direct you to either schedule a follow up or email those questions to
dr.vincent@globalimmunotherapy.com. This is a direct link to Dr. Vincent. His time to review your
questions and answer them are charged based on the time it takes ($10 per minute), with a $50
minimum. The more you write and the harder it is to understand, the longer it will take to review.
Please collect your thoughts and send clear communication.
Sending multiple emails pertaining to the same dose will slow down the process.
If we have questions we will call or email you.
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LDA/LDI Dose Response Summary
When reporting, remember to list one symptom and the overall change experienced in the 7 day
observation time. Report any changes from your normal baseline symptoms using BETTER, WORSE, or
SAME (you may only choose ONE of those). List clearly the dose taken, what date and use this form as a
summary. It is recommended you keep a personal journal to notate each day and transfer the overall
summary after day 7.
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Date Dose was Administered:
Date of Dose Response Summary:
Best time and way to contact you:
Contact email or number:
Symptom
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